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The drivers of regional parasite distributions are poorly understood, especially in comparison with those of free-living species.
For vector-transmitted parasites, in particular, distributions might
be influenced by host-switching and by parasite dispersal with primary hosts and vectors. We surveyed haemosporidian blood parasites
(Plasmodium and Haemoproteus) of small land birds in eastern North
America to characterize a regional parasite community. Distributions
of parasite populations generally reflected distributions of their hosts
across the region. However, when the interdependence between
hosts and parasites was controlled statistically, local host assemblages
were related to regional climatic gradients, but parasite assemblages
were not. Moreover, because parasite assemblage similarity does not
decrease with distance when controlling for host assemblages and
climate, parasites evidently disperse readily within the distributions
of their hosts. The degree of specialization on hosts varied in some
parasite lineages over short periods and small geographic distances
independently of the diversity of available hosts and potentially competing parasite lineages. Nonrandom spatial turnover was apparent
in parasite lineages infecting one host species that was well-sampled
within a single year across its range, plausibly reflecting localized
adaptations of hosts and parasites. Overall, populations of avian
hosts generally determine the geographic distributions of haemosporidian parasites. However, parasites are not dispersal-limited
within their host distributions, and they may switch hosts readily.
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hosts. Parasite populations are integrated into community studies
with difficulty, partly because these populations are distributed
across multiple dimensions—space, host species, and host individuals (12)—and also because parasites are difficult to sample.
Moreover, although parasites tend to specialize on one or a few
host species, host-breadth may vary across a parasite’s range (13).
Regional studies of birds and their dipteran-vectored haemosporidian (“malaria”) blood parasites (14–19) have shown that
many parasites are heterogeneously distributed across space
despite the availability of suitable hosts. Specialized associations
between specific parasites and vectors (20–22) may drive such
heterogeneity, although a recent analysis suggests that parasite–
host compatibility is also important (23), and local coevolutionary
relationships between parasites and their hosts likely influence
geographic distributions of both host and parasite populations
(11, 14, 15). However, most regional studies of these parasites
have focused on individual host species (24–30).
Here, we investigate the regional community structure of avian
hosts and their haemosporidian parasites with respect to abiotic
and biotic drivers of both host and parasite distributions. We
surveyed local assemblages of avian haemosporidian parasites
Significance

|

Within eastern North America, distributions of vector-transmitted haemosporidian blood parasites of birds, commonly
known as “avian malaria parasites,” are associated with the
distributions of their host species independently of direct effects of climate on potential vectors. Spatial analyses additionally indicated an absence of dispersal limitation for these
parasites. Finally, host-breadth, ranging continuously from specialist to generalist, varies among parasite lineages and is dynamic within parasite assemblages over space and time. The
distributions of avian haemosporidian parasites emphasize the
ability of parasites to disperse across broad regions and to switch
readily between hosts to become emerging infectious diseases.

A

regional community can be thought of as a set of species
whose distributions partially overlap within a large geographic area (1, 2). The structure of the regional community (i.e.,
the relative abundances of species across space and the degree to
which populations cooccur) is governed by local (e.g., interspecific competition) and regional (e.g., species diversification and
dispersal) processes (3). Although regional communities include
all species, parasites and pathogens are rarely considered integral community members (4). Indeed, impacts of parasites on
community structure are frequently associated with epidemics—
often following introductions to nonnative regions—that have
driven naïve hosts to extinction or near extinction (5–7). However,
parasites likely play a critical role in shaping regional community
structure. Parasites can comprise a large proportion of the community biomass (8), form the majority of links in a community food
web (9), and influence regional diversity by variously accelerating
(10) or slowing (11) host diversification.
Nevertheless, few studies have investigated the processes influencing the regional community structure of both parasites and their
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1515309112
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Fig. 1. Sampling locations. Circles are community samples (i.e., sampling
was not restricted to focal bird species), triangles are samples of one or a few
bird species only (SI Appendix, Table S2). Location codes are as follows: ALA,
Alabama; CHAMP, Champaign (Illinois); CHI, Chicago (Illinois); CHI2, western
Chicago (Illinois); CT, Connecticut; IN, Indiana; LA, Louisiana; MI, Michigan;
MS, Mississippi; OZ, Ozarks (Missouri); PA, Pennsylvania; STL, St. Louis (Missouri); and TN, Tennessee.

across eastern North America and related the distributions of
individual parasite lineages to regional climate variation and to
the distributions and abundances of their avian hosts. Community dissimilarities between sampling locations based on host
assemblage structure (i.e., the relative abundances of potential
host species) were positively correlated with those based on parasite
assemblage structure, suggesting interdependence of host and
parasite population distributions. However, when controlling
statistically for that interdependence, local host assemblages
responded strongly to environmental gradients and differed more
with increasing geographic separation, whereas parasite assemblages did not. This finding suggests that haemosporidian parasites
disperse readily across the distributions of their host populations
in eastern North America, independently of difference in climate
and geographic distance. The degree to which some parasite
lineages specialized on particular hosts varied across years and
locations, and the nonrandom parasite lineage turnover across the
distribution of one well-sampled host species suggested that adaptations of hosts and parasites may also shape regional community
structure. Despite evidence of pathogenicity of haemosporidian
parasites in birds (31), correlations between host abundances and
parasite relative abundances across the region were statistically
indistinguishable from random. Taken together, these results suggest that the distributions of parasite populations largely follow the
distributions of their hosts but that parasites readily switch hosts
and may replace each other across the ranges of individual hosts,
resulting in a complex and dynamic regional community.
Results
Parasite Populations Track Populations of Their Hosts. We screened

5,867 individuals of 99 bird species, mostly from the order Passeriformes, from 13 locations in eastern North America (Fig. 1), and
found 1,720 (29.3%) infected with haemosporidian parasites of the
genera Plasmodium or Haemoproteus. Overall, we recovered 87
parasite lineages (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for lineage details;
see Materials and Methods for lineage determination). We calculated pairwise dissimilarities between “community” sampling
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locations (i.e., sites where sampling was not restricted to focal
species; Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S2) separately by bird
species abundances and by parasite lineage relative abundances
(i.e., the number of infections of each lineage divided by the
total number of infections). We used Bray–Curtis dissimilarity
(32–34), which quantifies the difference between two locations
based on the relative abundances of their species (Materials and
Methods), to assess community difference. We restricted this analysis to 33 parasite lineages, sampled 10 or more times across the
community samples, and to 64 host species infected at least once
by any of the 87 parasite lineages within the region (Dataset S1;
results are similar using all sampled host species). We compared
dissimilarities between locations based on hosts and parasites
with a Mantel test, which is equivalent to a correlation test between two distance matrices (34). The Mantel test revealed a
significant, positive correlation between host and parasite dissimilarities (r = 0.45, P = 0.003), showing some interdependence
between host and parasite populations across the region. When
the same 33 parasite lineages were analyzed separately by genus,
these correlations remained significant (Plasmodium: n = 15, r =
0.37, P = 0.026; Haemoproteus: n = 18, r = 0.29, P = 0.034).
Differences between regional distributions of populations of
hosts and parasites might reflect dispersal limitation (i.e., geographic distance), differences between local environments (e.g.,
climate or habitat variables), and interactions among hosts and
parasites (Fig. 2). To evaluate these relationships, we calculated
partial Mantel coefficients for the connections in Fig. 2 (Table 1;
simple Mantel correlations are provided for comparison in SI
Appendix, Table S3). Partial Mantel coefficients represent the
strength of correlation between two distance matrices while
controlling for the effect of a third (34). For example, the effect
of the environment on hosts may be related to the geographic
distance between localities (space). However, the correlation
between hosts and environment can be controlled for the effect
of geographic distance by computing a partial Mantel coefficient.
Because geographic distances and climate differences are independent of the hosts and parasites at each locality, we tested
their relationship with a standard Mantel test, which involves no
control for a third variable. The distance matrix for the Mantel
test comprised geographic distances between all pairs of sampling locations (space), and the elements of the climate matrix
were the Euclidean distances between sampling locations based
on the first five principal components scores for 19 climatic
variables (worldclim.org) downloaded for each location (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S4). Additional Mantel tests were
based on Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between sites in their parasite
lineages or host assemblages as before. Partial Mantel tests between these distance matrices revealed that although host populations are related to variation in climate across eastern North
America, parasite populations, when controlling for the effect
of hosts, are not (Table 1). Furthermore, parasite community
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Fig. 2. Path diagram of hypothesized interactions between space (i.e.,
geographic distance between sampling locations), environment (i.e., climatic
differences between sampling locations), and bird and parasite communities
(i.e., differences in species richness and abundances of birds and of parasite
lineages, respectively, between sampling locations), all of which are represented as distance matrices. We tested these hypotheses with partial Mantel
tests, which allow for the calculation of correlations between two distance
matrices while controlling for the effect of a third. For example, bird and
parasite assemblage distances were positively correlated (r = 0.335, P =
0.027) even when controlling for the effect of geographic distance (Table 1).
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We report the partial Mantel correlation coefficient (rp) and associated P
value. The relationship between space and environment was tested with a
standard Mantel test. Bolded values of rp represent P < 0.05.

similarity does not decline with distance [i.e., parasite distributions were not spatially restricted (35) when controlling for
hosts], suggesting that parasites disperse readily across the region
within their host populations. These results generally held when
the parasite genera were analyzed separately (SI Appendix, Table
S5) and when using an alternative statistical approach (SI Appendix, Table S6).
Host Specialization. The host-breadth of a parasite may vary geo-

graphically or temporally, and may also be limited by the phylogenetic relatedness of potential host species (13). For example,
in the Chicago location, each Plasmodium parasite lineage was
associated with a single host taxon at the superfamily level (23).
To determine the importance of host phylogeny on parasite
distributions across the region, we created a phylogenetic distance matrix for all hosts infected at least once by any of the 33
parasite lineages sampled 10 or more times (60 host species). We
then calculated a second matrix by computing Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between those hosts based on the number of times
each host species was infected with each of the 33 parasite
lineages. A Mantel test comparing these two matrices showed a
weak, but significant, correlation (r = 0.28, P = 0.002), indicating
that parasite host distribution is constrained to more closely related
hosts than expected by chance. Interestingly, this effect varied
across locations in the region (SI Appendix, Table S7).
To quantify the host-breadth of each parasite, we used the
Gini–Simpson index (36), which accounts for the number of infections recorded for each host species (13). We weighted the
index by the phylogenetic distance between hosts using the formula
for Rao’s quadratic entropy [Rao’s QE (37, 38); see Materials and
Methods for formula; results did not change qualitatively if phylogenetic distances were not included in these analyses]. Although
ecologists often distinguish generalist and specialist parasites, hostbreadth in the 33 parasite lineages sampled 10 or more times was
continuously distributed (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) and did not differ
statistically from a unimodal distribution [Hartigan’s dip test: D33 =
0.047, P = 0.87 (39)]. Furthermore, we found no difference in the
host-breadth of individual parasite lineages between the parasite
genera (t31 = −1.1, P = 0.28).
When all years were pooled, parasite lineages recovered at
least four times from each of at least four community sampling
locations exhibited variation in local host-breadth across the
region (Fig. 3). A linear mixed-effects model with parasite lineage
as a random effect showed no influence of local phylogenetically
Ellis et al.
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Fig. 3. Parasite host-breadth (calculated as Rao’s QE) for parasite lineages
sampled at least four times at each of at least four sampling locations,
pooling data from all years, showing clear variation in host-breadth across
the region. Locations are ordered from north to south.
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Relationship between

weighted bird diversity (Rao’s QE, using host species infected at
least once in the region) on parasite host-breadth (F1,21.4 = 1.26, P =
0.27), suggesting that variation in host-breadth is not simply attributable to the diversity of available hosts. Furthermore, local
parasite diversity did not influence parasite host-breadth (F1,21.2 =
2.41, P = 0.14). For example, parasite lineage LA01 (Haemoproteus
sp.) was recovered exclusively from Dumetella carolinensis in
Chicago, IL (23/157 D. carolinensis hosts infected; years sampled
2006 and 2007); Connecticut (4/45; 2002 and 2003); and Michigan
(11/94; 2012). However, in the 2013 Tennessee sample, LA01 was
recovered from the hosts Mimus polyglottos (like D. carolinensis, in
the family Mimidae; 2/9 infected), Cardinalis cardinalis (1/36), and
Spinus tristis (1/19), whereas the two D. carolinensis hosts
sampled in Tennessee were both uninfected. We also recovered
LA01 from D. carolinensis in the western Chicago location (6/7)
in 2014 and from D. carolinensis (2/6) and Toxostoma rufum (also
in the family Mimidae; 1/7) in Champaign, IL, in the same year
(although those were not community samples).
To determine whether local host-breadth differed from a
random expectation, we restricted our dataset to infected individuals of those five potential host species of LA01. We then
shuffled all parasite lineages infecting those hosts within sampling locations and recalculated randomized host-breadths for
LA01 (9,999 randomizations) and compared observed hostbreadths to the distribution of randomized host breadths. In
Chicago, the host-breadth of LA01 was lower than expected by
chance (P < 0.001), whereas in Tennessee, this lineage’s hostbreadth was higher than expected by chance (P = 0.019). The
host-breadth of LA01 did not differ from random in Connecticut
and Michigan because there were no potential alternative hosts
in either location. Lineage Ozarks 06 (OZ06) (Plasmodium sp.)
also varied with respect to host-breadth (Fig. 3). The hostbreadth of OZ06 was lower than expected based on a random
distribution (again shuffling infections among potential hosts) in
Michigan (P = 0.003), Indiana (P < 0.001), and Tennessee (P =
0.030) but did not differ from random in Chicago (P = 0.76) and
the Ozarks (P = 0.94).
Because locations were sampled in different years, some variation in host-breadth between localities might reflect temporal
change within localities. Within particular years, parasite lineages sampled more than three times at multiple locations mostly
showed little variation in host-breadth. However, in 2013, OZ14
(Plasmodium sp.) infected three hosts in Pennsylvania (6/12
Melospiza melodia infected, also 1/3 Pipilo erythrophthalmus, and
1/1 Pheucticus ludovicianus) but infected a larger variety of species
in Tennessee (6/50 Passerina cyanea individuals infected and 12

Parasite host−breadth (Rao's QE)

Table 1. Results of partial Mantel tests comparing hypothesized
relationships between space (i.e., geographic distance between
sites), the environment (climate differences between sites), birds
(host community dissimilarity between sites), and parasites
(parasite community dissimilarity between sites) identified
in Fig. 2

more infections in nine other species) and Indiana (six infections
recovered across five species). Host-breadth of OZ14 was
greater than expected based on a random distribution in Indiana
(P = 0.050), no different from expected in Tennessee (P =
0.127), and, although low, still within the random expectation in
Pennsylvania (P = 0.082). Overall, these results demonstrate that
parasite host-breadth can vary geographically, independent of
temporal variation, and that this variation does not merely reflect the array of potential host species available or the local
diversity of parasites.
Nonrandom Parasite Turnover Across Space. We found evidence of

parasite lineage turnover across locations within our best-sampled
host in 2013, C. cardinalis (Fig. 4). We restricted this analysis to the
four locations in which C. cardinalis was well-sampled in 2013 and
to parasite lineages recovered at least nine times from C. cardinalis
across those locations. Prevalences of all parasite lineages of
C. cardinalis, except for OZ14, were significantly heterogeneous
across sampling locations (Table 2). Furthermore, at each location, C. cardinalis harbored a single dominant parasite lineage,
making each location’s parasite assemblage distinct. To test
whether these parasite assemblages differed more from each other
than one would expect by chance, we calculated the mean Bray–
Curtis dissimilarity between the four locations based on parasite
lineage prevalence and compared it to a distribution of randomized average dissimilarities. We created a randomized parasite-bylocation matrix by shuffling parasite lineages among infected birds,
recalculating prevalence for each lineage at each site, and then
calculating the randomized mean Bray–Curtis dissimilarity 9,999
times. Mean observed dissimilarity between sites based on parasite
prevalence greatly exceeded the randomized average dissimilarities (P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S3), confirming that location–
parasite combinations were more distinct than expected by chance,
plausibly a result of localized host and parasite adaptations.

Prevalence in Cardinalis cardinalis

Parasites and Host Abundance. We calculated pairwise Spearman
rank correlation coefficients (ρ) between all host abundances
and parasite relative abundances across the region, for which an
excess of negative correlations would be consistent with pathogenic effects of these parasites (31). We restricted our analysis to
community sampling locations and to parasite lineages sampled
at least 10 times and hosts infected at least once (results did not
differ qualitatively using the full dataset). Our analysis included
the abundances of 64 host species and the relative abundances of
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Fig. 4. Prevalences of well-sampled parasite lineages on the avian host
C. cardinalis at four locations in 2013. Prevalences of four of five parasites
were significantly heterogeneous across space (Table 2) and parasite assemblages within this host exhibited significant spatial turnover (mean Bray–
Curtis dissimilarity between sites was significantly greater than random,
P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
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Table 2. Results of G tests comparing the prevalence of each
well-sampled parasite of the host C. cardinalis in 2013 across
sampling locations
Statistic
G(df
P

= 3)

LA22

NA04

OZ01

OZ03

OZ14

53.73
<0.001

58.72
<0.001

8.46
0.037

67.1
<0.001

6.82
0.078

Prevalence data are shown graphically in Fig. 4.

33 parasite lineages at each sampling location, resulting in 2,112
pairwise correlations. Mean observed ρ was −0.012 ±0.008 SE,
which did not differ significantly from the distribution of mean ρ
values obtained by randomizing the parasite frequency matrix
(by row shuffling 9,999 times) and recalculating the mean ρ each
time (P = 0.628). Furthermore, the observed SE did not differ
from the distribution of randomized SEs (P = 0.147), and the
proportion of correlations with P < 0.05 (141/2112) also did not
differ from random (P = 0.236). Results were largely similar
when analyzing the parasite genera separately (SI Appendix,
Table S8).
Discussion
We have found that the distributions of haemosporidian blood
parasites of birds in eastern North America strongly mirror those
of their hosts, with broad-scale climatic gradients and barriers to
dispersal having little influence, even though the distributions of
avian host populations were related to environmental gradients
when controlling for the distributions of parasites (Table 1).
Because parasite transmission takes place primarily during the
warm summer months [as evidenced by infections in hatch-year
birds in late summer (38, 40, 41)], haemosporidian parasites probably are buffered against variation in climate (average summer
temperatures varied between 19.9 and 26.9 °C across our sampling locations). Although we do not know the extent to which
the populations of the parasites’ dipteran vectors track hosts, in
at least one location in the region (Chicago, IL), parasite–host
associations were unrelated to vector–host encounter rates (23).
Nevertheless, more studies are needed to identify vectors and
reveal their contribution to host–parasite associations. Indeed,
vector movement has been linked to pathogen spread in other
systems (42), and such movement, along with changes in vector–
host associations (43), might facilitate parasite host-switching
and dispersal. Interestingly, regional studies of ectoparasites of
small mammals have shown that flea assemblages can differ
more with increasing distance between sampling locations and
with increasing differences between local habitat and climate
characteristics, even on the same host species (44, 45), perhaps
because fleas are more exposed to the environment than haemosporidian parasites. Similar distance–decay relationships have been
observed in trophically transmitted helminth parasites of both
mammals and fishes as well (46). Thus, mode of transmission might
play an important role in structuring regional parasite assemblages.
Distributions of parasite populations across the region also
were characterized by localized host-switching and by geographic
parasite turnover within host populations. Our best sampled
host, C. cardinalis, supported statistically differentiated parasite
assemblages at each of four sampling locations within a single
year (Fig. 4). For example, parasite lineages LA22 and NA04
replaced each other as the most common parasites of C. cardinalis in Louisiana and Mississippi, respectively, although both
lineages infect C. cardinalis in both locations. This finding raises
the possibility that parasite distributions may be influenced by
localized adaptations of hosts and parasites to each other across
the region (47). Furthermore, parasite host-breadth can vary
across time and space (Fig. 3), even when controlling for the
local diversity of potential hosts and parasites, indicating the
Ellis et al.

Materials and Methods
Field Methods. We captured birds with mist-nets at 13 locations across eastern
North America (Fig. 1) during summer months (primarily late May to August,
with minimal sampling in April and September; removal of April and September samples did not qualitatively change results) from 1999 to 2014 (SI
Appendix, Table S2). We took a small (approximately 10-μL) blood sample
from the brachial vein of each bird and stored the blood in Puregene or
Longmire’s (50) lysis buffer. We collected all samples under appropriate state
and federal permits and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) protocols.
Laboratory Methods. We extracted DNA from blood samples using an ammonium acetate-isopropanol precipitation protocol (51). We screened DNA
samples for haemosporidian parasites using a PCR protocol designed to
amplify a small section of parasite mitochondrial DNA (52). We then amplified a portion of the cytochrome b gene in positive samples using several
primer pairs and protocols (15, 40, 53, 54). We identified unique parasite
lineages based on their cytochrome b sequences and on their host and
geographic distributions (55, 56). Multiple infections were separated by
phasing (57) where possible. GenBank Accession numbers for all lineages can
be found in SI Appendix, Table S1.
Statistical Analysis. All analyses were performed in R v3.1.2 (58), and we
report two-tailed P values for all tests. We calculated Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between locations with the “vegdist” function in the vegan package
(59). Bray–Curtis dissimilarity between two sampling locations (1, 2) is calculated by

Pp 

j=1 y1j − y2j 
,
D=P 
p
j=1 y1j + y2j

Host Abundance. Our mist-net effort varied across locations and years and
therefore provided unreliable estimates of avian abundance. To estimate
avian abundance, we downloaded route data from the North American
Breeding Bird Survey (https://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs). We selected routes
deemed acceptable by the survey organizers (i.e., routes that met all survey
requirements in a particular year) located within 80 km of our sampling
locations, and we used route data corresponding to the year each location
was sampled, plus 1 y before and 1 y after our sample was taken. For example, Chicago, IL, was sampled in 2006 and 2007, so we used route data
from 2005 to 2008 within the 80-km buffer (for the locations sampled in
2014, we used route data from years 2013 and 2014). We then averaged bird
species abundances across routes and across years for each sampling location. We used these spatial and temporal buffers to account for potential
variability in abundance estimates attributable to environmental heterogeneity within routes (67) and observer error (68), but our results did not
change qualitatively with changes in the sizes of these buffers.
Parasite Host-Breadth. We calculated host-breadth for each parasite lineage
using Rao’s QE (37) defined by the formula
QE =

S
1X
tij pi pj ,
2 i, j

where tij is a matrix of phylogenetic distances between host species i and j
observed to be infected by a given parasite lineage (divided by two to obtain average phylogenetic distance), pi is the proportion of infections by the
parasite in host species i (i.e., the number of individuals of host species i
infected by the parasite divided by the total number of individuals infected
by that parasite), pj is the proportion of infections by the parasite in host
species j, and S is the total number of host species. Our parasite host-breadth
score varies from zero (complete host specialization) to
QE =

S
1X
tij S −2 ,
2 i, j

which represents a maximally generalized parasite (i.e., a parasite that infects
all hosts in the community equally; however, an alternative might be that a
perfect generalist would infect all hosts in direct proportion to host abundance) and is equivalent to a phylogenetically weighted Gini–Simpson diversity
index. We calculated Rao’s QE using the “raoD” function in the picante package
(69) in R and report the “Dkk” value the function produces. We used the phylogeny of Jetz et al. (70) to estimate phylogenetic relationships between bird
species. Based on parasites sampled at least 10 times over the community sampling locations, we showed a strong relationship between Rao’s QE and the Gini–
Simpson index applied to parasite host-breadth (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Because of
the apparent effect of host phylogeny, we used Rao’s QE as a metric of parasite
host-breadth for all analyses.

where y represents the number (or frequency) of individuals sampled of
species j, and p represents the total number of species sampled over both
locations (34).
We created a geographic distance matrix between locations with the
“rdist.earth” function in the fields package (60) in R. We compared distance
matrices with Mantel and partial Mantel tests using functions “mantel” and
“mantel.partial” (method = “spearman”) in the vegan package. Mantel
statistics were tested for significance by permutation (9,999 trials) according
to ref. 34. Mantel tests have been criticized for lack of power, but they are
appropriate when hypotheses can be formulated in terms of distances, as is
the case here (61). We tested for a departure from unimodality in the frequency of host breadth values using Hartigan’s dip test (39) with the function “dip.test” in the diptest package (62) in R. Linear mixed effects models
were run with the lme4 R package (63), and denominator degrees of freedom for F tests were calculated using the “Kenward–Roger” approach (64)
implemented in the lmerTest (65) and pbkrtest (66) packages in R.
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